
Kobe Steel is a leader in research
and development on high strength
steel sheet featuring superb strength
and formability.

Kobe Steel is one of the world’s three
biggest manufacturers of welding 
consumables. Spanning over half a
century, we are Japan’s top producer,
supplying 800 items from covered
electrodes to automatic and semi-
automatic welding wires.
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future, particularly in such sectors as the shipbuilding and

automotive industries. We expect healthy demand trends to

continue in exports. However, we anticipate increased supply

from China and other factors to lead to an easing of the supply-

demand situation for general steel products. In cast and forged

products, robust sales are expected, particularly to leading

customers in the shipbuilding industry. Growth is also projected

in the domestic market and for exports of our titanium products.

In this environment, the Company anticipates further expansion

of sales in specialty steels, high tensile steel and other distinctive

products that fall into our category of products. Along with

increasing efficiencies and cost-cutting efforts, we intend to raise

our sales prices in order to cope with the drastic rise in the cost

of raw materials. In addition, the Company will make a Group-

wide effort to raise its competitiveness and strengthen its market

presence by promoting effective research and development, and

strengthening and expanding its overseas production bases.

In welding consumables, Kobe Steel intends to raise sales

prices, secure its capability to maximize production volumes by

raising productivity, and at the same time, to realize the fullest

possible benefits from business integration. In addition, we aim

to become one of the world’s most respected leading

companies by expanding the scale of our overseas operations.

In April 2004, Shinko Kobe Power Station began commercial
operation of its No. 2 Power Plant which together with the
first plant, has a capacity to produce 1.4 million kilowatts of
electricity. This new plant has greatly contributed to Kobe
City’s ability to be self-sufficient in electric power generation.
In promoting this business, we naturally give careful considera-
tion to environmental protection. We view the stable opera-
tion of the power generation plants as part of our contribution
to society and regional needs. Due to the start of commercial
operations of the No. 2 Power Plant, sales rose 94.2% from the
previous term to ¥58.6 billion, and operating income increased
127.2% to ¥19.5 billion.

Future initiatives
While assuring stable operations to secure profits,

we work and flourish with communities that host

our facilities by applying rigorous environmental

measures and providing local venues for exchange. 
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